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UNITED KINGDOM

INTERNATIONAL URANIUM RESOURCES EVALUATION PROJECT (lUREP)

SOMKARY

Although uranium prospecting was commenced in the United Kingdom

(area 244 8l3 km ) at the end of the last century and was resumed

just after the Second World War, it does not seem, for various reasons,

despite the level of competence of its specialists and the level of

instrumentation available, that the country has "been adequately

prospected for uranium* The small reserves discovered to date, some

7400t U for all the official NEA/lAEA categories, probably do not

reflect the true uranium potential of the United Kingdom. However,

they do indicate without doubt that the resources remaining to be

discovered are so located that detection will be difficult. The most

promising areas of investigation in our opinion are the Old Red

Sandstones of the Devonian period on the one hand and the districts

where the uraniferous black shales of the Cambro-Ordovician and

Namurian have suffered perturbations which may have led to immobili-

zation of their uranium content (in particular, granitizations)«

All the considerations put forward in this analysis lead us to

place the United Kingdom in category 4 of the classification adopted

for IUHEP.

I. IHEROJUCTIOSr ACT) GENERAL GEOGRAPHY

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, with an

area of 244 813 km , is situated between 50° and 59° N lat., not including

the Shetland Islands which are situated between 60° and 6l° K. In the

east it is separated from Norway, Denmark, Holland and Belgium by the

North Sea, and in the south from Prance by the English Channel* The

Irish Sea separates Great Britain from Ireland, of which the north-east

part belongs to the United Kingdom.
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The nor th of Groat B r i t a i n i s cons t i t u t ed by Scotland t the skeleton of

which i s formed in the nor th by the Northern Highlands^ separated from the

Grampians by the NE-SW s t ruc tu re of Loch Eess . The highest peaks are

l i t t l e more than 1300 m.

To t t ; south l i e s the most hf w i l y populated re ion of Scotland, the

Lowlands, with qui te a rugged r e l i e f , bounaea in the south by the Southern

Uplands with a maxima'!), height of 842 m.

The heavi ly indented west coast i s out in to deeply by f jords running

mainly in a north-west d i r e c t i o n .

To the south of Scotland l i e s nor thern England marked by the , long

(250 km) and narrow Pennine chain running in a no r th -no r th -eas t d i r ec t ion

and reaching a highest point of 893 m. Tha north-west of England•• i s

occupied by the county of Cumberland-^ foiming a massif running towards

the sea and reaching a height of 979 ra« fu r the r south and to the west

t h e r e i s a s e r i e s of smaM. p l a i n s running north t o south from Liverpool t o

Worcester which separate the Pennines from the mountains of Wale*; Wales

is an entity in itself surrounded by the sea on three sides.

Between the North Sea and the Pennine chain, running southwards from

Scotland, there i s a large triangular group of plains corresponding

successively to Humbersi'de, Lincolnshire, Norfolk and Suffolk. They are

separated in the south from the London Basin by the Chiltern Hills which

are orientated east-north-east.

Finally, in the south-west of the country the Devon-Cornwall

peninsula is a plat(?a>.: with "blunt relief- Mil" reaching a height of 620 m

in the Dartmoor massif.

The pericontinental insular situation of Great Britain is the basis

of i t s originality, and the climate is oceanic with mild winters and

fairly cool summers. In the western regions precipitation is abundant

(more than 2000 mm/yr in the Highlands), while the centre is drier (less

than 500 mm/yr). Watercourses are numerous, abundant and regular and

terminate in large estuaries which tend to s i l t up.

The London Basin corresponds to the hydrographic level of the Thames.

Forest cover is minimal (?>-4%)<, On the other hand, turf moors and

sandy heathland are vary extensive.

*t Translators note: now with extended boundaries (combined with
Westmorland and the Pumess part of Lancashire) and renamed Cumbria.
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Northern Ireland occupies one sixth of the area of the island

(province of Ulster). Presenting a surface of low relief, i t i s rich in

pastures and meadows. Rivers axe few in number and short but there are

numerous lakes, and Lough Neagh (400 km ) i s tha biggest lake in the

British Is les ,

The railway network in the United Kingdom to ta l s 24 000 km and the

road network 367 000 km, of which about 22 000 ka are in Horthern Ireland.

I I . QEOLOSY OF fEB PUTTED KBX3XM IK BBLATIOff TO POTEgFIALLT
FATOBRABLB QRAMTPM BBARBTO AREAS
Great Britain comprises four separate structural units:

- The Precaicbrian base which crops out in the centre of England

and north-west Scotland;

- The group of Caledonian folds or Caledonides running obliquely

through Scotland, northern England, Wales and Ireland;

- The Hercynian chain which extends through the southern part of

England and Wales;

- The Meso-Cenozoic sedimentary basins of the east and south-east

regions of England,

The Pre oambrian base

The Precambrian structure bordering the Caledonides i s formed:

- To the south-east by raetadioritic complexes and quartzomicaceous
crystalline schists supporting a predominantly continental
detr i ta l Upper Preceabrian in which volcanic emissions are
intercalated;

- To the north-wast the highly metamorphosed "Lewisian" complex
consists of gneiss (granulitic facies) and some paragneiss of
sedimentary origin. These give way to the non-metamorphosed
Torridon sandstones.

The Precambrian series reanobilized in the orogens:

- The Lewisian gneiss cores are reincorporated in the Caledonian

phase as well as the metamorphic equivalents of the Torridon

sandstones, the Maine series. In the Irish Sea the Mona complex

crops out in the island of Anglesey, this being a metamorphosed

geosynclinal series of Upper Precambrian aga concealing shales,

greenschists, volcanic rocks and detr i ta l sediments;
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- Non-aetamorphosed volcanic rock and Precambrian metamorphosed

rock (greenschists) associated with the Hercynian orogen crop

out.

The Caledonian ensemble

The Caledonian geosynclinal series l ie unconformably on the

Precambrian base and include series of the "internal" type with ophiolites

associated with greywackes and radiolarites. Intense metamorphism pre-

sumably caused these series to change into amphibolites and gneiss.

X Terrains with an "external" affinity are represented by largely aoa- "

V ji i i i IJIIIHIIIIII phyllites which later become richer in detrital matter.

In the north of the British Isles the Cambrian is represented by

phyllites, micaschists and detrital sediments which are predominantly

coarse grained as well as by basic volcanic rock of the Dalradian which

succeeds the Upper Precambrian in the form of a quartzic transition

series. During this period the emplacement of intrusive granites

occurred.

In the south of Scotland, the Lake District and Wales the Ordovician-

Silurian is represented by schistopelitic sediments with coarser ter-

rigenous seams as well as by abundant volcanic acid emissions and granitic

intrusions.

The principal Caledonian orogenic phase dates back to the Upper

Silurian. It led to the North Atlantic and Baltic shields welding together

to form a cratbn which emerges in places.

The Hercynian period

The Devonian marks the formation of the continent of the Old Red

Sandstones, a molassic and volcanic (andesitic) mantle, which is thick in

Scotland and Northern Ireland and which bears witness to the erosion of

the Caledonian chain under a semi-desert climate, whereas in the south-

west of England a new geosynclinal cycle developed, reflected by the

series of marls, Imiblo olarfacs and coarse sandstones TggBfh. intersectcxV toy

granitic intrusions (cornubian leucogranites) associated with porphyrite

dykes.

The Lower Carboniferous period is marine except in western England,

north-east Wales and the Midlands which in the Dinantian formed the land

of St. George around which coal fields were to develop. In Scotland the

facies are also of continental type (culm facies with anthracite).



The Middle Carboniferous period becomes completely continental in

the Westphalian proper (Welsh coal fields) whereas the Asturian phase

has caused the sea to recede and terminated the coal sedimentation.

With the Permian a new continental regime was established over the

whole terr i tory (New Red Sandstone), with the exception of the east

coast and the zone between Wales and Scotland, where Zechstein lagoono-

marine series developed.

The Hercynian orogenesis affected only the southern part of

England and Wales during the Sudeten and Asturian phases and led to the

formation of folds with their axis parallel to the direction of the

Hercynian geosynclinal,

The Meso-Cenozoic

This s tar ts in the south-west part of England with Zechstein

magnesium limestone, succeeded by a sandy-saliferous Trias. From the

Jurassic to the Palaeogene the marine carbonated and argillo-arenaceous

detr i ta l (Wealden facies) series are the result of successive t rans-

gressions and regressions.

Finally the EUioquaternary i s represented by marine sands. The

effects of the Alpine orogeny are very limited. In Northern Ireland

and the Scottish islands the Tertiary consists essentially of basaltic

lava associated with Palaeocene annular intrusions and basic dykes

running NW-SE.

I I I . PAST ECPLORATIOff

Uranium mining in Cornwall commenced at the end of the last
century, the uranium being used at f i rs t for colouring glass and la te r
as a source of radium.

From 1945 to 1951 and from 1957 to i960 explorations were under-
taken in the regions where uranium had already been found, principally
in vein-type deposits.

In 1959 n©w anomalies were found in south-^west Scotland.

From 19oT to 1968 aerial magnetoradiometric prospection was

performed over south-west England.



Prom 1968 to 1973 the Institute of Geological Sciences (IGS)

carried out a more systematic exploration (geochemical and radiometric

techniques in the soil) on behalf of the UKAEA with the object of

determining the uranium potential, including low-yawM deposits.

Uranium was discovered in the north of Scotland and Cornwall. : ;

Since 1973 "the IGS programme has slowed down. In 1975 the

prospecting activity of the IGS was restricted to northern Scotland

(6000 km ), including the Outer Hebrides and Skye, and south-west

England. As yet no deposits have been discovered in the United Kingdom

with an ore content sufficient to justify setting up a mine and a

processing plant.

IV. URANIUM OCCURRENCES ABB RESOURCES

The uranium occurrences of the United Kingdom are to be found in

different contexts.

— The oldest known deposits are those of Devon and Cornwall. The

uraniferous mineralisation there is associated with small leucogranitie

intrusions intersecting a miogeosynclinal series containing Devonian

sediments (successively coarse sandstone, conglomerates, slates, clay

shales with limestone and vulcanite intercalations and Carboniferous

sediments (successively sandstone, black shales, phyllites and sandstone

shales with volcanic intercalations). This"mineralization appears in

the form of veins and scuns preferentially enclosed in perigranitic

contact zones and is rarely associated with transverse faults. The

concentrations are sometimes localiy high but the distribution is

irregular.

Some of these ore bodies could contain several tens of tons of

uranium, and one of them in fact holds several hundred tons. Despite

the association of these mineralizations with leucogranites, we do not

think there is any real analogy with the French deposits to the west

of the Grand Sillon Houiller (Great Coal Furrow). In the first place,

from the structural point of view, Cornwall is situated in the Rheno-

Hercynian zone (H. Stille) which is much further outside the Hercynian

orogen than. Limousin or VendSe (Moldanubian zone).
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Another notable difference is that the ore bodies are prefer-

entially outside the leucogranite or "bounding it. In addition, the

miogeosynclinal series of Cornwall, in which these intrusions appear,

contains black shales apparently older than the intrusions. This is

more remii.iscent of the Iberian cL posits of the pre& /anitic peri-

batholithic schist type or the Spokane deposit in the United State.".

It is to "be notsd in this connection that mineralisations have

been discovered in Namurian "black shales quite far from the granitic

massif of Dartmoor and also in the vicinity of its contact (in

association with pyrrhotite), Some have also been identified in

Tertiary faults close to the contact zones of these granites

(modifications ?).

It will be recalled that these granites are considered to be

responsible for the emplacement of the famous mineralizations of Sn,

together with W, Cu, Pb and Ag, which made Cornwall the greatest tin

mining area from ancient times (the Cassiterides - Scilly Isles) up

to the end of the last century.

However, there does not seem to be any direct connection between

these mineralizations and uranium mineralization, although it is

probable that they are linked, in different ways no doubt, to certain

common causes,
f

Let us note, finally, that basic bodies (at present diabase) were

emplaced />n that unit.before the ^ranites and porphyry dykes and small

peginatitie bodies after the granites*

,?_ — Some limited uraniferous concentrations have been discovered in

association with the granitoids found in the northern Highlands, in

particular in association with the Helmsdale granite, in vein material

derived from independent veins. Often the uranium appears there in

supergene minerals with hexavalent uranium.

Uneconomic uraninite mineralizations (though with some high local

contents) have also been reported in the Southern Uplands near

Dalbeattie in a bismuthiferous vein intersecting the contact zone of

a granodiorite.
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' """"* •^u^ ^ ^ s * n ^ e l° 'M e r part and at the bottom of the middle part

of the Old Bed Sandstones (Devonian), in particular in the Caithness

dis t r ic t in the extreme north-east of Scotland, resting on a metamorphic

Precambrian base intersected by Caledonian intrusions of granitoids and

syenites, that the main uraniferous indices are to be found in Britain.

There appears to be a very strong correlation here between the uranium

and the high content of the rock in phosphate or organic material. The

concentrations vary between 200 and 300 ppra U in cumulative thicknesses

of 10 or so metres. Exceptionally, contents of up to 1000 ppm U have

been found in a 10-a-thick phosphatic horizon, These sandstones cover
2

a total area of around 3000 km . They extend to the north into the

Orkney Islands. Here, in a brecciated zone 4-5 m thick, the mean con-

centrations vary from 200 to 250 ppm U and in the wall of that breccia w

there i s another zone 4-5 m thick with 250-400 ppm U.

This i s the type of mineralization which makes up the bulk of the

reserves currently recorded in the United Kingdom and mentioned below*

"\T/. {̂ - The Hew Red Sandstones of the Permian of central England
2

and the south west, covering approximately 1200 km .

Uraniferous modules rich in vanadium, associated with

oxidation-reduction zones, are found in certain horizons.
'") r~

'J- • v - Shales somewhat less rich in uranium have been recorded in

the Nanturian of the regions around Nottingham, Sheffield,

Manchester, Liverpool, Horth Wales, South Wales and Devon,

and these continue into Ireland. Their concentrations vary ^ ^

from 90 to 750 ppm U.Og.

/ , b - Likewise the Cambro-Ordovician black shales of Wales and

central England reveal uranium concentrations of up to

50-60 ppm. These would appear to be the equivalent of the

alum shales in Scandinavia.

The reserves officially recorded in the United Kingdom are

summarized in the following table:
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Reasonably assured Additional estimated
reserves resources

< 78 $/kg U 1800 4000

Between 78 and 400 1200
130 $/kg U

Total 2200 5200

V. PRESSHT STATUS OP BXPLOMTION

It appears that financial difficulties, aggravated by the absence

of any. firm prospect of finding economic deposits in the short term,

have led to a certain decline in uranium prospecting activities in the

United Kingdom this year (l977)»

VI. POTENTIAL FOR BEtf DISCOVERIES

Assessing the uranium ore prospects of the United Kingdom is not

an easy tank. Uranium was first discovered in the United Kingdom a very

long time ago and highly competent specialists took charge of

prospecting there at a very early stage. Despite this no. nota"ble results

have been achieved to date. Can it then be concluded that the United

Kingdom is devoid, of uranium potential?

Despite the early start on prospecting, the high qualifications of

the prospectors and the quality of the instrumentation, the capital

invested in this field, since systematic prospecting was started has in

fact "been very small (US $1 188 9?0) compared with what the countries

possessing large resources have invested. It can therefore be con-

cluded that the United Kingdom is a country which has been insufficiently

prospected for uranium.

What are the most promising target areas for prospecting?

and |io£thern—Ireland

We have seen that there were indications of uraniferous minerali-

zation in association with the Helmsdale granitoids.

Likewise, indications have heen found in the south-west of

Ireland in the peat covering a Caledonian granitic complex (Leinster).
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Has this type of formation "been sufficiently investigated in the

United Kingdom?

In such deposits reconnaissance rapidly becomes very costly when

the mineralization does not manifest itself abundantly at the surface.

£1 view of this it esc "be assumed that in aont cases large-scale

additional studies would need to be carried out before one could

reasonably conclude that the matter was not worth pursuing.

2?\S JB&2P2?L
aid £ornwall

We have seen in section I? that the type of mineralization here is

more reminiscent of the Iberian deposits of the Nisa-Pe type than that

of the French leucogranites. Consequently, it is on the outside of the

granites themselves, preferentially in the contact metamorphism zones

of the enclosing shales, that mineralization might be sought (see the

reports on Portugal and Spain in this connection). If in fact the

Namurian black shales are regarded as an indication of possible

original preconcentrat ion (concentrations of up to 100 ppm U have been

found in them), other sites of mineralization could be investigated in

regard to phenomena which might have led to the remobilization and

then reconcentration of that original uraniferous mineralization, such

as different thermal events. The deep fractures could have1 played an

important role here.

Taking- all this into account, the mineralizations that have been

discovered in association with the granites' in Devon and Cornwall may

simply be special cases of a more general phenomenon and the zone of

interest, far from being limited to the granites, could ertend to all

the pre-granitic formations of that region and, in particular, the

extension of the Namurian black shales.

Mineralizations j»jBO£iatejd__wi.th the Old Red

According to the literature, the original thickness of the mantle

of ORS might have been as much as 7000 m in the north, whereas in the

south it was limited to around 4000 m. With a normal thermal gradient

the temperature at the base of these ORS in the north could have

attained 23O°C and in the south 130°C. Under these conditions, materials

such as arkoses entering the composition of the ORS were probably
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subjected to high-temperature diagenesis-type processes capable of

mobilizing a whole series of elements including uranium, especially if

their deposition occurred in poor oxidizing conditions in the presence

of water. It is therefore conceivable that part of that uranium may

have been concentrated in places where conditions were favourable for

i ts fixation: organic matter and aulphides, phosphe es, basic intrusive

bodies, etc.

It is probable from this point of view that the northern regions,

where the formation of the ORS was thickest, will have better chances

of mineralization than the south (all other things being equal).

Likewise the lower parts of the ORS should be more favourable. In

addition, the bri t t le tectonics could favour the discovery of uranium,

first because i t will have caused the deep parts of the ORS to come

closer to the present surface (horsts) in certain compartments, and

second because i t may also have played a part in the redistribution of

the uranium.

The area of the ORS in the north of Scotland and the Orkneys is
2

estimated at more than 3000 km and there is approximately the same

area in the south of Scotland. In the east and south-east of Wales the
2 2

ORS cover at least 6000 km and in north Devon around 2000 km . Finally,
quite large outcrops occur in Ulster,

This formation thus presents a very wide field of investigation.

As the most favourable parts are, in our opinion, the deep levels, it

is only in the tectonized zones that there will be any chance of

finding occurrences close to the barface. It is prooable that in

certain sectors reconnaissance with the aid of boreholes will produce

interesting results.

New fed. Sand^t£nesof the

These appear to be characterised by the fact that the Autunian is

almost totally absent such that they include only the Saxonian and

Thuringian. In continental Europe i t is precisely the black or alter-

nately red and black Autunian which contains the uranium deposits.

The red Saxonian is mineralized only by accident, owing no doubt to

the constant oxidising character of i ts sedimentation environment. That

is why, despite the indices found in the phosphatic nodules, without

wishing to dismiss the possibilities of this formation, which covers
2

some 1200 km in the cer̂

unenthusiastic about i t .

2
some 1200 km in the centre and south-west of England, we remain
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The blade
concentrations of 50-60 ppm U have been identified in certain levelB.

It i s doubtful whether these in themselves would be of any

economic interest . However, were such shales to have undergone at some

time in their history, in cert air d i s t r ic t s , proces as capable of

mobilizing their uranium, i t could be that part of i t will have been

reconcentrated by favourable traps into economic deposits. In th is

connection, north-west and south-west Wales would appear to be the

most favourable areas*

Lastly, with regard to the post-Palaeozoic continental or sub-

continental formations, i t might be advantageous to pay some attention

to the We aidian, if this has not been done already.

In the final analysis, then, if systematic exploration were

carried out over al l the potential uraniferous areas in the United

Kingdom, what level of reserves could one reasonably expect to find?

It seems clear already, in the light of reconnaissances already

carried out in that country that, if large uranium reserves exist,

they will not be situated in conditions allowing of easy discovery.

However, the existence of the potentially uraniferous areas we have

mentioned, coupled with the very inadequate intensity of exploration

to date, gives grounds for hope that undiscovered economic

reserves exist and that they could be incomparably larger than those

already discovered.

If the ORS are found to contain workable reserves, they will
undoubtedly constitute the most important potential source in the
United Kingdom.

However, the Cambro-Ordovician or Namurian black shales that
have been affected by events subsequent to their deposition capable
of remobilizing their uranium (such as granitization, in particular)
could prove a very fruitful area of exploration.

In conclusion i t does not seem extravagant to place the United

Kingdom in category 4 of the IURSP classification, while at the same

time acknowledging that prospecting for these reserves will not be

easy.
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